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**Policy for Registration of Our Human Heritage:**

*The Compass Council has decided on the following procedure for registering incoming first-year students into sections of FYHH 1010: Our Human Heritage Part I.*

- Students will be able to choose not only FYHH themes (currently Power and Turning Points) but individual instructors as well. The FYHH instructors felt that it was important to let students engage with instructors who shared a disciplinary interest with them.
- Students will directly register into G.1 or G.2 (see schedule grid) FYHH discussion sections, so that we can enroll them simultaneously into FYHH sections and Tuesday early morning language labs when needed without a conflict.
- We will raise enrollment caps both with respect to instructors and discussion sections so as to even out the enrollments and provide some sense of choice for students participating in the planned on-campus registration sections associated with Challenge and Outdoor Experience events during the summer.

*The Compass Council has decided on the following procedure for registering second semester first-year students into sections of FYHH 1020: Our Human Heritage Part II.*

FYHH 1010 in the Fall and FYHH 1020 in the Spring meet during Lecture Block B, MWF 9:15-10:20. Each section of an FYHH class has two discussion sections. The first discussion section, G.1, meets TTH 8:00-8:50 and the second discussion section, G.2, meets TTH 8:55-9:45. See example below.

- **FYHH 1020 1.01**
- **FYHH 1020 2.01**

Both are FYHH classes (see red). They are both section 01 (see blue). However, the first bullet is discussion one and the second bullet is discussion two (as indicated in black). While the classes both meet at the same time MWF, they meet at different times TTH.

FYHH 1010 and 1020 can either have a Power team or Turning Points team. This is indicated in the title of the course. From Fall to Spring, students will remain on the same FYHH team as the semester prior. In addition, students will remain with the same professor within their team. Students who met with their discussion section at 8:00am TTH during the Fall will meet at 8:55am TTH the following Spring semester and vice versa.
Exception will only be made for extreme or highly peculiar, specific, and compelling reasons and must be approved by the Coordinator of Our Human Heritage. One exception is that students desiring to take Mandarin or another language that conflicts with their FYHH discussion time during Spring semester will be allowed to switch discussion sections with their particular professor, but this will need to be approved by the aforementioned entities and the Millsaps College Registrar.